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Name Domain Expiration Description 
personalization_id .twitter.com 2 years Twitter cookie. Carries out information about how the end user 

uses the website and any advertising that the end user may have 
seen before visiting the said website. Read Twitter's cookie 
policy here. 

bcookie linkedin.com 2 years Browser Identifier cookie to uniquely identify devices accessing 
LinkedIn to detect abuse on the platform. 

HSID google.com 2 years Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, prevent 
fraudulent use of login data and protect user data from 
unauthorized access. 

SID google.com 2 years Security cookie to confirm visitor authenticity, prevent 
fraudulent use of login data and protect visitor data from 
unauthorized access. 

s_ppv linkedin.com Session This cookie is associated with Adobe Analytics site tracking and 
is used to measure a user's scroll activity to see how much of a 
page they view before moving to another page. 

s_tp linkedin.com 2 years This cookie is associated with Adobe Analytics. The cookie is 
used for measuring a visitor’s scroll activity to see how much of 
a page they view before moving on to another page. 

s_ips linkedin.com 2 years This cookie is associated with Adobe Analytics. The cookie is 
used for measuring a visitor’s scroll activity to see how much of 
a page they view before moving on to another page. 

s_plt linkedin.com Session Used by Adobe. Logs the loading time of the previous page 
lidc linkedin.com 24 hours To facilitate the selection of data centers 
s_cc linkedin.com Session Used to determine if cookies are enabled for Adobe Analytics 

gpv_pn linkedin.com 6 months Used by Adobe. Used to store and retrieve the previously visited 
page in Adobe Analytics 

s_pltp .linkedin.com Session Provides a page name (URL) value for use by Adobe Analytics 
s_tslv .linkedin.com 6 months Used to store and retrieve the time since the last Adobe 

Analytics visit 
AID .google.com 1 year This cookie store the preferences and other information of the 

user. These include, in particular, the preferred language, the 
number of search results to be displayed on the page, the 
decision whether or not to activate Google’s SafeSearch filter 
and for display personalized advertisements on Google 
websites, based on recent searches and previous interactions. 

_hjSessionUser_605312 .hotjar.com 1 year Used to create a user ID associated with the site and the 
browser from which it is accessed. This ensures that on 
subsequent visits to the same site, the behaviour will be 
attributed to the same user ID. 

_ga .google.com 2 years "This cookie is a Google Analytics persistent cookie which is used 
to distinguish unique users.cookie which is used to distinguish 
unique users." 

ajs_anonymous_id .hotjar.com 1 year These cookies are generally used for Analytics and help count 
how many people visit a certain site by tracking if you have 
visited before. 

oribi_cookie_test linkedin.com Session  
Session linkedin.com Session  

 


